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Objective 
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This demonstration will show the basic MSI interrupt capacities that the Altera PCIe 
HIP core can produce. 
 
To do this we will use Altera development boards that have FPGAs containing PCIe 
HIP cores that can be configured to act as rootport or endpoint.  To that end it is 
assumed that the reader will have some familiarity with the Altera development tools 
including Quartus, Qsys and System Console, as well as some familiarity with the 
PCIe specification itself.  While these tangential topics are described and discussed 
to some degree, this is not intended to be a reference for any of those topics, and you 
should refer to the user guides and specifications for those respective topics.  All of 
the source code for creating this demonstration is made available with the 
demonstration materials, so the reader may wish to refer to and consult the source 
files for information regarding the finer details of the implementation of this 
demonstration. 



Overview 

 Demonstration Setup 
 Rootport and Endpoint FPGA designs. 
 Building the demonstration materials. 
 Running the demonstration. 
 Demonstration walkthrough. 
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Demonstration Setup 
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Demo Setup 
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This demonstration uses two Altera Cyclone IV GX FPGA development kits 
connected together using a passive PCIe female to female crossover cable. 



Cross connection cables 
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The female to female crossover cable is created by connecting these two cables 
together.  Pictured on the left is p/n PE-FLEX8-G2-FF-1, a female to female straight 
through cable.  Pictured on the right is p/n PE-FLEX8-G2-CX-3, a female to male 
crossover cable.  These items may be purchased from Adex Electronics in Irvine, CA 
at www.adexelec.com, or 949-597-1772. 

http://www.adexelec.com/�


Demo Setup Diagram 
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Interconnecting the two development boards this way allows us to create an 
arrangement as shown below.  We can program one of the boards to contain a 
rootport implementation of the PCIe HIP core, and we can program the other board to 
contain an endpoint implementation of the PCIe HIP core.  In this configuration, after 
the PCIe links are established, the rootport board can configure the PCIe rootport and 
endpoint so that the applications in each FPGA can communicate with each other 
over the PCIe link. 



Controlling the Demo Applications 
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This demo is controlled by running the Altera system-console utility on the 
development platform which is connected to the USB Blaster circuitry on each of the 
development boards.  This allows the system-console utility to interact with a JTAG 
Master component within each FPGA application to command and control the 
rootport application and the endpoint application within each FPGA. 



Rootport and Endpoint 
FPGA Designs 
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Note: this is “a” way not “the” way… 
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The slides that follow illustrate the rootport and endpoint systems that are created to 
facilitate this demonstration.  It’s worth noting that this is not the only way to 
implement either of these types of designs, and you should study the Altera PCIe 
core documentation to understand what options are actually available for various 
implementation requirements. 
 
The primary drive for choosing the architecture shown here is that the current PCIe 
HIP core IP is not capable of providing rootport functionality in the Qsys PCIe bridge 
mode, so this demonstration does not use the Qsys instantiation flow for the PCIe 
HIP, instead it uses the Avalon ST raw TLP interfaces provided by the standard 
Megawizard instantiation flow.  And to keep things as consistent as possible, the 
Megawizard instantiation flow was used for both the rootport and endpoint 
demonstration designs. 
 
While the PCIe HIP core is not instantiated within Qsys, the rest of the design that 
interacts with the core is. 
 
Many of the choices made for this demonstration are somewhat arbitrary, though they 
are guided by the capabilities of the PCIe HIP core IP. 



Rootport Device 
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This is the design that the rootport device is loaded with. 
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The JTAG Master component allows the scripts that run in the system console utility 
to interact with the system. 
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The System ID peripheral facilitates development and debug of the system console 
scripts that communicate with this application. 
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The LTSSM PIO peripheral allows the system console scripts to monitor the PCIe link 
state provided directly from the PCIe HIP core. 
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This application provides a TX and RX FIFO to allow the system console scripts to 
pass TLP packets to and from the PCIe HIP core.  These are actually Qsys 
subsystems which are described in further detail in the basic rootport example. 
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Standard Qsys Avalon ST Timing Adapters are used to create the Avalon ST interface 
between the Qsys application system and the PCIe HIP core.  The PCIe HIP core 
expects Ready Latency 2, whereas the FIFOs expect Ready Latency 0. 
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The PCIe HIP core is instantiated outside of the Qsys system so that it can obtain 
access to the Avalon ST raw TLP interfaces of the core.  This allows the application to 
send and receive PCIe configuration TLPs which cannot be done with today's Qsys 
version of the PCIe HIP core. 



Endpoint Device 
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The JTAG Master component allows the scripts that run in the system console utility to interact with the system. 
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The System ID peripheral facilitates development and debug of the system console scripts that communicate with this 
application. 
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The LTSSM PIO peripheral allows the system console scripts to monitor the PCIe link state provided directly from the PCIe HIP 
core. 
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This application provides a TX and RX FIFO to allow the system console scripts to pass TLP packets to and from the PCIe HIP 
core.  These are actually Qsys subsystems which are described in further detail in the basic rootport example. 
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Standard Qsys Avalon ST Timing Adapters are used to create the Avalon ST interface between the Qsys application system and 
the PCIe HIP core.  The PCIe HIP core expects Ready Latency 2, whereas the FIFOs expect Ready Latency 0. 
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The PCIe HIP core is instantiated outside of the Qsys system so that it can obtain access to the Avalon ST raw TLP interfaces of 
the core.  This was done so that the endpoint application was implemented similar to the rootport application. 
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The MSI specific portion of the endpoint design is the two PIO peripherals that provide access to the app_msi_num port and the 
app_msi_req/ack ports of the PCIe HIP core.  There is a small piece of glue logic provided to manages the req/ack interface. 
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Building the demonstration 
materials. 
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Demo Build Flow 
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bash-3.1$ tar xzf 20120321_msi_rootport_demo_4CGX150_11.1sp2.tgz 
bash-3.1$ cd msi_rootport_demo_4CGX150_11.1sp2/ 
bash-3.1$ ./build_example_par.sh 
Starting endpoint project build... 
Starting rootport project build... 
Waiting for all builds to complete... 
Verifying build results... 
Build process appears to be successful... 
bash-3.1$  

1. Download the demonstration project archive off the Altera Wiki site.   
2. Place this archive in a directory in your file system and ensure that the path to this 

directory does not contain spaces. 
3. Open a bash command shell, like the Nios II xx Command Shell that is shipped 

with the Altera tools. 
4. Extract the archive using tar.  Other extraction utilities may cause issues so don’t 

use anything other than tar. 
5. Change directories into the example project directory. 
6. Run the build script. 
 
There is a readme.txt file in the project directory if you’d like additional details, but the 
flow should look something like this: 



Running the demonstration. 
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System Console Launch Flow 
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bash-3.1$ cd system_console_top/ 
bash-3.1$ ./run1_everything.sh 
 
Creating endpoint header... 
swinfo2header: Creating macro file 'headers/endpoint_msi_qsys.sh' for SOPC Builder system 'endpoint_msi_qsys' 
swinfo2header: Creating macro file 'headers/master_0.sh' for module 'master_0' 
 
Creating rootport header... 
swinfo2header: Creating macro file 'headers/rootport_msi_qsys.sh' for SOPC Builder system 'rootport_msi_qsys' 
swinfo2header: Creating macro file 'headers/master_0.sh' for module 'master_0' 
 
Launching system-console... 
bash-3.1$ 

After you’ve successfully built the demo materials, you can proceed with launching 
the system console to drive the demo. 
 
1. Make sure that you have two Cyclone IV GX development boards connected 

together with a PCIe crossover cable. 
2. Plug the USB Blaster from both boards into your development workstation. 
3. Power up the two boards. 
4. Change directory into system_console_top. 
5. Run the run1_everything.sh script. 
 
The system console GUI should launch after this script exits. 



System Console View 
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When system console starts, you should see the four endpoint dashboards and the 
four rootport dashboards preloaded into the console. 



So, what happened? 
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If you are staring at the endpoint and rootport dashboards as shown in the previous slide then here’s what 
happened behind the scenes.  Actually not behind the scenes, the shell scripts and TCL scripts that made all 
of this happen are right there in the example directories, you could read thru these to determine what is 
described next. 
1. System Console was invoked and told to run the run1_everything.tcl script. 
2. run1_everything.tcl commands system console to run a script in the endpoint project in the tcl_src 

directory.   
3. That script invokes three other scripts in tcl_src to bring up a rawFIFO dashboard, a systemID dashboard 

and a boardInit dashboard.  All three of these dashboard scripts rely on status information from the others 
and a TCL namespace environment is created to facilitate the dashboard intercommunication.   

4. The boardInit dashboard attempts to locate one of the development boards and then downloads the 
FPGA SOF file into that board.   

5. It then looks inside the FPGA for the JTAG Master node and if everything checks out, it declares itself 
initialized and it loads the Qsys header data for the rest of the environment to leverage.   

6. Next the systemID dashboard looks inside the system to validate the systemID value and timestamp.  If it 
finds what it’s looking for, it declares itself initialized.    

7. At this point the rawFIFO dashboard initializes itself and begins displaying status and allows the user to 
interact with its buttons.   

8. Next the run1_everything.tcl script commands system console to do exactly the same thing from the 
rootport example directory, looking inside its tcl_src directory.  The same three rootport dashboards are 
loaded and initialized in the same fashion that we described for the endpoint. 

9. Finally the msiTrigger_endpoint and msiConfig_rootport dashboards are loaded to allow the user to 
control and interact with the demo. 



Introduction to the 
dashboards. 
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boardInit_rootport dashboard 
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The boardInit dashboard attempts to 
locate a development board that matches 
the “Hint” string.  If it does locate this 
board, it can automatically download the 
SOF file and configure the environment to 
allow the other dashboards to execute. 
 
If the expected board is not located, you 
should be able to manually select the 
correct dev board and click the Initialize 
button to restart the initialization 
sequence. 
 
If you’re board has already been 
downloaded the Quick Init button will 
initialize the environment without 
downloading the SOF file, however it will 
reset the target Qsys system. 



systemID_rootport dashboard 
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The systemID dashboard waits for the 
boardInit dashboard to initialize.  Once it 
has detected boardInit as initialized it 
reads the Qsys header variables out of 
the environment and it attempts to 
validate the systemID peripheral within 
the Qsys system. 
 
If you have some atypical scenario where 
the automatic initialization flow will not 
work, you should be able to click the 
initialize button to force the dashboard to 
attempt initialization. 



boardInit_endpoint dashboard 
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The boardInit_endpoint dashboard 
operates identically as the 
boardInit_rootport dashboard was 
described. 



systemID_endpoint dashboard 
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The systemID_endpoint dashboard 
operates identically as the 
systemID_rootport dashboard was 
described. 



rawFIFO_rootport dashboard 
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Once the systemID_rootport dashboard is 
initialized, the rawFIFO dashboard 
becomes active and starts reporting 
status.  The current PCIe link state is 
displayed from the PCIe HIP LTSSM port 
and a link state change monitor is 
provided in the dashboard. 
 
There are two text boxes and control 
buttons provided to enter TLP packets to 
be sent to the PCIe HIP and view TLP 
packets received from the PCIe HIP. 
 
There are a number of preset TLP packet 
patterns that can be invoked by pressing 
the preset buttons on the right of the 
dashboard. 



rawFIFO_endpoint dashboard 
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Once the systemID_endpoint dashboard 
is initialized, the rawFIFO dashboard 
becomes active and starts reporting 
status.  The current PCIe link state is 
displayed from the PCIe HIP LTSSM port 
and a link state change monitor is 
provided in the dashboard. 
 
There are two text boxes and control 
buttons provided to enter TLP packets to 
be sent to the PCIe HIP and view TLP 
packets received from the PCIe HIP. 
 
There is one preset TLP packet pattern 
that can be invoked by pressing the 
preset button on the right of the 
dashboard. 



msiConfig_rootport dashboard 
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Once the rawFIFO_rootport dashboard is 
initialized the msiConfig_rootport 
dashboard becomes active and the Init 
PCIe Config Regs button becomes 
active.  This dashboard will be used to 
initialize the demonstration and is 
described in the following section. 



msiTrigger_endpoint dashboard 
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Once the rawFIFO_endpoint dashboard 
is initialized the msiTrigger_endpoint 
dashboard becomes active and the Send 
MSI button becomes active.  This 
dashboard is used to generate the MSI 
events on the endpoint and is described 
in the following section. 



Getting started with the 
demo. 
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PCIe configuration 
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The first thing we must do is configure the 
rootport and endpoint configuration space 
to allow the two boards to communicate 
with each other and enable the MSI 
facility on the endpoint.  Do this by 
clicking the Init PCIe Config Regs button. 



Post PCIe configuration 
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Once the dashboard has executed all the 
PCIe configuration space transactions, 
the Init PCIe Config Regs button will 
deactivate and the Display Config Regs 
button and the Reset Display button will 
become active. 



Displaying the PCIe configuration space 
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If you click the Display Config Regs 
button, the dashboard will query all of the 
configuration space registers that it 
previously set and display them as 
shown.  The Reset Display button is used 
to clear the display so that you can 
update the display in the future and be 
sure that you are seeing the updated 
results. 



What was initialized? 
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The PCIe configuration register initialization sequence that this dashboard performs affects eight registers, five on the endpoint 
and three on the rootport.  The initialization sequence goes like this: 
 
1. rootport Bus Number Register – configure the rootport with its primary bus number, secondary bus number, and 

subordinate bus numbers.  This information is required so it can determine how to forward CFG1 TLPs downstream. 
2. endpoint BAR0 Register – program the endpoint address decoder for BAR0 to accept memory read and write request made 

to address 0x400 over the PCIe interface. 
3. endpoint Command Register - enable the Memory Space enable bit and the Bus Master bit.  The memory space enable bit 

allows the endpoint to begin qualifying memory read and write requests against its BAR mappings.  The bus master bit 
allows the endpoint to initiate transactions upstream towards the rootport. 

4. rootport BAR0 Register – program the rootport address decoder for BAR0 to accept memory read and write request made 
to address 0x100400 over the PCIe interface. 

5. rootport Command Register – enable the Memory Space enable bit and the Bus Master bit.  The memory space enable bit 
allows the rootport to begin qualifying memory read and write requests against its BAR mappings.  The bus master bit 
allows the rootport to initiate transactions downstream towards the endpoint. 

6. endpoint MSI Address Register – set the MSI address field to point back at the rootport address 0x100400.  When an MSI 
is triggered, the memory write TLP that is manufactured will contain this address as it’s destination. 

7. endpoint MSI Data Register – set the MSI data field to 0xCDEF.  When an MSI is triggered the memory write TLP that is 
manufactured will contain this data to be written.  Since our PCIe HIP was configured with support for 4 MSIs, the two LSBs 
of this field are masked off and the MSI number that is triggered with the MSI event is masked into these LSBs.  Therefore 
when the memory write TLP is received by the rootport it is clear what MSI number was triggered for this event. 

8. endpoint MSI Control Register – set the Multiple Message Enable field to 4 so that we can generate our 4 possible MSI 
events and set the MSI Enable field so that the PCIe HIP core can generate MSI events for us. 
 

Now a practical thing to do a this point would be to send memory write TLPs from the rootport or from the endpoint.  While you 
could technically send a memory read TLP, that’s not really practical because we haven’t really created a hardware environment 
that could respond to the read request with completion TLPs, and we have totally ignored a number of configuration registers 
that directly impact how PCIe read transactions should be treated.  So while we could emulate read functionality with our simple 
FIFO based system console environment, we do not plan to.  MSI interrupts are simply memory write transactions so they will 
operate just fine in the environment that we have established. 

 
 



Caveats!!! 
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With our limited configuration established it’s worth noting that we are ignoring much of what a traditional PCIe enumeration 
sequence my be concerned with, and we are leveraging some of the basic assumptions about our environment. 
 
1. Our PCIe cores have been configured with a 512 byte prefetchable address span for BAR0 as a 64-bit decoder. 
2. We’ve set the endpoint BAR0 to 0x400 and the rootport BAR0 to 0x100400. This is done because the reset state of the 

rootport configuration registers for I/O, memory, and prefetchable base and limit are all initialized to ZERO.  This means 
that the rootport should be able to send memory request TLPs to any address below 1MB, and it should receive memory 
request TLPs at any address above 1MB.  Therefore we’ve placed the endpoint BAR0 below 1MB and the rootport BAR0 
above 1MB.  Supporting address spans other than what we’ve chosen here, might require us to reconfigure the I/O, 
memory, and prefetchable base and limit registers in the rootport configuration space. 

3. Our PCIe cores have been configured with a maximum payload size of 256 bytes. 
4. The default value for the Maximum Payload Size field in the device control register is 128 bytes, so in our current 

configuration we cannot send memory request TLPs with more than 128 bytes.  To send larger TLPs we would need to 
reconfigure the MPS setting in the device control register. 

5. Our PCIe cores were not configured to support extended tags.  Since we don’t plan on doing memory read transactions, 
this is insignificant since we only need enough tags to support our configuration TLPs, and one tag should suffice in this 
demo. 

6. The extended tag enable bit in the device control register is initialized as disabled coming out of reset.  If we were 
interested in supporting extended tags, this register would need to be reconfigured. 

7. The Max Read Request Size field in the device control register is insignificant for our demo since we do not plan on issuing 
memory read requests.  If we planned to support memory reads we would need to consider the proper setting for the 
MRRS in the device control register. 

8. Since our demo does not use memory read requests, we are not concerned about the Read Completion Boundary Control 
field of the Link Control Register.  If we planned to support memory reads and we wanted to use the larger RCB setting, we 
would need to reconfigure the RCB field of the Link Control Register. 

9. Our PCIe core was configured to only allow 4 MSI interrupts so that is the limiting factor in how many MSI numbers we can 
signal. 



Trigger the first MSI, number 0 
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Now that the PCIe configuration space is 
all setup we can trigger our first MSI 
event.  We use the msiTrigger_endpoint 
dashboard to do this.  By pressing the 
Send MSI button we trigger the PCIe HIP 
core to generate an MSI TLP with the 
MSI data word encoded with the value 
from the MSI Number field in this 
dashboard.  The MSI Number field value 
is ORed into the two LSBs of the MSI 
data field as the memory write TLP is 
manufactured by the PCIe HIP core. 
 
The Status box displays messages when 
the PCIe HIP has acknowledged the MSI 
request. 



Receive the MSI at the rootport 
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The MSI that we triggered on the 
endpoint should cause the PCIe HIP in 
the endpoint to generate a memory write 
TLP and forward that to the rootport.  So 
if we go to the rawFIFO_rootport 
dashboard we should see that the receive 
FIFO has a packet ready to be received, 
the Receive Now button should be active. 



Displaying the received MSI TLP 
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Clicking the Receive Now button will 
extract the next packet from the receive 
FIFO and display it.  If you look at this 
memory write TLP that we’ve received 
you can see that the address that it was 
sent to is the address that we configured 
in the MSI Address Register on the 
endpoint and the data value that we 
received is the data that we configured in 
the MSI Data Register on the endpoint 
with the 2 LSBs masked off and ORed 
with the MSI number that we triggered 
our request with.  In this case we 
triggered MSI number 0 so we’ve 
received the data word 0xCDEC. 



Trigger another MSI, number 1 
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If we change the MSI number field in the 
msiTrigger_endpoint dashboard we can 
generate another MSI, but this time we’ll 
use MSI number 1. 



Trigger the MSI 
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We click the Send MSI button to trigger 
the MSI event and we should see the 
Status display update with the 
acknowledged event. 



Receive the MSI 
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Back on the rawFIFO_rootport dashboard 
we should now see the Receive Now 
button has activated indicating that the 
next MSI packet is in the receive FIFO. 



Display the new TLP 
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Clicking the Receive Now button will 
extract the next packet from the receive 
FIFO and display it.  This time the data 
value that we received is 0xCDED, this is 
because we triggered MSI number 1 at 
the endpoint and the 2 LSBs of the MSI 
Data register were masked and ORed 
with this MSI number. 



Trigger another MSI, number 2 
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If we change the MSI number field in the 
msiTrigger_endpoint dashboard we can 
generate another MSI, but this time we’ll 
use MSI number 2. 



Trigger the MSI 
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We click the Send MSI button to trigger 
the MSI event and we should see the 
Status display update with the 
acknowledged event. 



Receive the MSI 
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Back on the rawFIFO_rootport dashboard 
we should now see the Receive Now 
button has activated indicating that the 
next MSI packet is in the receive FIFO. 



Display the new TLP 
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Clicking the Receive Now button will 
extract the next packet from the receive 
FIFO and display it.  This time the data 
value that we received is 0xCDEE, this is 
because we triggered MSI number 2 at 
the endpoint and the 2 LSBs of the MSI 
Data register were masked and ORed 
with this MSI number. 



Trigger one final MSI, number 3 
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If we change the MSI number field in the 
msiTrigger_endpoint dashboard we can 
generate another MSI, but this time we’ll 
use MSI number 3. 



Trigger the MSI 
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We click the Send MSI button to trigger 
the MSI event and we should see the 
Status display update with the 
acknowledged event. 



Receive the MSI 
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Back on the rawFIFO_rootport dashboard 
we should now see the Receive Now 
button has activated indicating that the 
next MSI packet is in the receive FIFO. 



Display the new TLP 
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Clicking the Receive Now button will 
extract the next packet from the receive 
FIFO and display it.  This time the data 
value that we received is 0xCDEF, this is 
because we triggered MSI number 3 at 
the endpoint and the 2 LSBs of the MSI 
Data register were masked and ORed 
with this MSI number. 



Summary 
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This demonstration has shown how we can create a trivial endpoint and rootport application to show how the 
basic MSI functionality in the Altera PCIe HIP core can be utilized.  We’ve demonstrated that we can produce 
MSI events with different MSI numbers and observe the MSI data word on the rootport with the proper MSI 
number encoding in it. 
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